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ABSTRACT: Malicious and selfish nature displays a serious threat against routing in Delay/Disruption Tolerant
Networks (DTNs). Due to the unique characteristics of network, designing a misbehavior detection scheme in DTN is
regarded as a great research. In this paper, we propose iTrust, misbehavior detection scheme that uses a probability, for
secure DTN routing towards efficient trust establishment. The basic idea of iTrust is introducing a regularly available
Trusted Authority (TA) to judge the node’s behavior based on the routing evidences collected and probabilistically
checking.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile Ad hoc Networks Mobile ad hoc network is an autonomous system, where nodes/stations are connected with
each other through wireless links. There is zero restriction on the nodes to join or leave the network, there as the nodes
join or leave freely. Mobile ad hoc network topology is dynamic which can change randomly because the nodes move
very freely and can re-organize themselves dynamically. This property of the nodes makes the mobile ad hoc networks
much unpredictable from the point of view of getting scalability and topology.

Fig. 2.2 Mobile Ad Hoc Network
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Characteristics of MANETs
When a node wants to connect with another node, the destination node must lies within the radio range of the base node
that wants to initiate the communication. The intermediate nodes within the network helps in routing the packets for the
source node to the destination node. These networks are fully self organized, having the capacity to work anywhere
without any added infrastructure. Nodes are highly autonomous and play the role of packet router and host at the same
time. MANET is self governing network, where there is no centralized control and the communication is carried out
with mutual trust on each other amongst the nodes. The network can be set up anywhere without any geographical
restrictions. One of the drawbacks of the MANET is the limited energy resources of the nodes.
Types of Mobile Ad Hoc Network:
1. Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANET’s)
2. Intelligent Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks ( InVANET’s)
3. Internet Based Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (iMANET’s)
1 Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANET’s)
VANET is a type of Mobile ad hoc network where vehicles are equipped with wireless and form a network without
help of any additional infrastructure. The equipment is placed inside vehicles as well as on the road for providing
access to other vehicles in order to form a network and communicate.
2 Intelligent Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (InVANET’s)
Vehicles that form Mobile Ad Hoc Network for connect using WiMax IEEE 802.16 and WiFi 802.11. The main aim of
designing InVANET’s is to avoid vehicle collision so as to keep passengers as safe as possible. This also help drivers
to keep safe distance between the vehicles as well as help them at knowing how much other vehicles speed are
approaching. InVANET’s applications are also employed for military purposes to connect with each other.
3 Internet Based Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (iMANET’s)
These are used for linking up the mobile nodes and fixed internet gateways. In these networks the normal routing
algorithms does not apply [2].
Applications of MANETs
The properties of MANET make it so much favorable that would bring so many benefits. There are so many research
areas in MANET which is under studies now. The most important area is vehicle to vehicle communication. Where the
vehicle would connect with each other, keeping a secure distance between them as well as collisions warning to the
drivers. MANET can be used for fully automated battlefield and war games. One of the most important areas where
MANETs are applied is emergency services such as relief activities and disaster recovery, where traditional wired
network is already destroyed. There are so many other application areas such as entertainment, education and
commercial where MANETs are playing their role for connecting people.
Short comings of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
Some of the disadvantages of MANETs are as follows.
 Limited Resources.
 Scalability problems.
 No central check on the network.
 Dynamic topology, where it is hard to find out malicious nodes.
MANETs Routing Protocols
Mobile Ad hoc Network is the fast growing technology from the past 20 years. The gain in their popularity is because
of the easily deployed, infrastructure less and their dynamic nature. MANETs created a new set of demands to be
implemented and to provide better end to end communication. MANETs works on TCP/IP structure to provide the
means of communication between connecting work stations. Work stations are generally mobile and they have limited
resources, therefore the traditional TCP/IP model needs to be modified, in order to support the MANETs mobility to
provide efficient functionality. Therefore the key research area for the researchers is Routing. Routing protocols in
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MANETs is a difficult yet challenging and attractive tasks, researchers are giving tremendous amount of attention to
this key area.
Attacks:
Gray Hole Attack
In this kind of attack the attacker misleads the network by agreeing to forward the packets in the preferred mentioned
network. As soon as it receive the packets from the neighboring node, the attacker drop the packets without forwarding
it. This is a type of active attack. In the beginning the attacker nodes behaves as usual and reply true RREP messages to
the nodes that started RREQ messages. When it receives the packets it starts dropping the packets and launch Denial of
Service (DoS) attack. This malicious behavior of gray hole attack is different in different ways. It drops packets while
forwarding them in the network. In some other gray hole attacks the attacker node behaves highly maliciously for the
time until the packets are dropped and then switch to their previous normal behavior [14]. Due this behavior it’s very
difficult for the network to figure out such kind of attack. Gray hole attack is also termed as node misbehaving attack in
network [15].
Black Hole
The black hole [2] node passes two things. First, the node of the network uses the routing protocol, such as AODV,
which advertise itself as having a valid or shortest route to a destination node, whereas the route is forged by attacker
node, with the intent of intercepting packets. Second, the malicious node consumes the seized packets.
Cooperative Black Hole Attack
In AODV routing protocol, the source node S wants to communicate with the destination node D, then the source node
S sends broadcasts requests to the route request (RREQ) packet to their adjacent active nodes and update their routing
table with an entry for the source node S, and check if it is the destination node or has a shortest route to the destination
node. If does not have, shortest distance then the intermediate node updates the RREQ (by increasing the hop count)
and passes the RREQ to the destination node D till it find their destination or any other intermediate node which has a
fresh enough route to D, as described by example in Figure 2. The destination node D or the intermediate node with a
fresh enough route to D, initiates a route reply (RREP) in the reverse path, as described in Figure 3. The source node S
starts sending the information packets to their adjacent node which answered before, and rejects the other replies. This
works is satisfactory when the network has no mischievous nodes.
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Several authors have projected an protocols and techniques to distinguish and eliminate a single black hole node [2].
Nevertheless, In case of multiple black hole nodes intermediate in coordination has not been addressed. For example,
when composite black hole nodes are acting in coordination with each other, the first black hole node B1 refers to one
of its associative black hole B2 as the next hop, as described in the figure 3. According to [2], the source node S sends a
“Further Request (FRq)” to B2 through some different route (S-3-4-B2) other than via B1. Node S asks B2 if it has a
new route to node B1 and some route to destination node D. Because B2 is cooperating with B1, its “Further Reply
(FRp)” will be “OK” to both the enquiries. Now as per the explanation suggested in [2], node S starts forwarding the
data packets supposing that the route S-B1-B2 is assumed to be secure. Though, in reality, the packets are consumed by
node B1 and the security of the network is breached.
Grayhole Attack
Gray hole is one of the attacks found in ad hoc network. Which act as a slow poison in the network side, it means we
cannot suppose how much data can be lost. In gray hole Attack [3] a malicious node pretends to certain packets and
simply drops them. The attacker selectively drops the packets originating from a single IP address of node or a range of
IP addresses in network and forwards the remaining packets. Gray hole nodes in MANETs are very effective and
erroneous. Every node maintain a vector routing table that stores the next hop node information for a route a packet to
destination node ,and when a source node want to route a packet to the destination node , it uses a particular route from
table if such a route is accessible in its routing table. If not, nodes initiate a new route discovery process by
broadcasting Route Request (RREQ) message as discovery packets to its neighboring nodes. By getting the RREQ
message, the intermediate nodes bring up-to-date to their routing tables in a opposite route to source node. A Route
Reply (RREP) message is sent in backward direction of the source node after the RREQ query reaches either the
destination node itself or any other intermediate node that has a recent route to destination. Now we explain the gray
hole attack[4] on MANET’S .The gray hole attack has two significant phases.
In first phases, a malicious node exploits the secured AODV protocol to announce itself as having a valid route to
destination node, with the concept of disturbing or humiliating packets, even though route is wrong.
In second phases, the malicious nodes drop the intermediate packets with a certain purpose. The process of finding gray
hole is very difficult and challenging task. In certain new gray hole attacks the attacker node acts far maliciously for the
duration until the packets are dropped and then switch to their ordinary nodes behavior. By this behavior it’s very
challenging for the network to distinguish between such kinds of attack. In some cases gray hole attack is also called as
node misbehaving attack. The discrepancy of black hole attacks is the gray hole attack, in which the attack affected
nodes either drop packets selectively. Both categories of gray hole attacks look to unsettle the network without being
detected by the security measures in place provided for network.
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II.

PREVENTION TECHNIQUES

Design Considerations:
• Initialize the network.
• Plot the number of nodes in x and y locations where x location has the width and y location has height.
• Discover the path in that vary network only.
• Initialize the source and destination to find the simplest and shortest path, which is a simple process.
• Initialize the Gray hole attack to discover the path.
• Implement the process by using Genetic Algorithm with new fitness function.
• Evaluate the parameters that are Throughput, Bit Error rate, end to end delay, packet overhead, packet delivery ratio.
Description of the Proposed Algorithm
The Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a method for solving both constrained and unconstrained optimization problems in
network that is based on natural selection of steps, the process that drives biological evolution. The genetic algorithm
repeatedly modifies a population of individual solutions.
Step 1: Create Initial population of individuals
Step 2: Evaluate fitness of individuals
Step 3: Select the individuals
Step 4: Apply Genetic Operators
Step 5: Finished generations in genetic algorithm
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Fig: Algorithm for Prevention

III.

CONCLUSION

Thus We studied various problems and characteristic of gray hole and black hole attacks amd hot to distinguish
between both of them. As it is major concern of detecting this both kind of attacks with hugh accuracy is again
challenging. Thus we will propose itrust algorithm to improve the efficiency of the proposed scheme, we correlate
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detection probability with a node’s reputation, which allows a dynamic detection probability determined by the trust of
the users.
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